Learning Content Management System
Data Sheet

Different By Design
CD2 transforms the way you deliver one of the most strategic drivers of business value: content.
CD2 offers a complete, cloud-based solution in the market flexible enough to offer a CMS, LMS, social
collaboration platform, and built-in content authoring tools. We allow you to quickly and easily create,
deliver, and track customized content across a spectrum of applications. Finally, a new way to meet the
evolving needs of your employees and customers.

Break Free
Our award-winning technology allows
you to scale and move at speed. Break
free from the constraints of the multiple
legacy systems you accumulated as user
needs evolved. Deliver a new level of
employee development and extended
enterprise training where information
silos are eliminated and collaboration
enhanced.

The LCMS allows everyone to be a content curator. Content is the basic building block in the CD2 platform.
(Defined as an element - a single, distinct type of information.) Elements are grouped into three categories:
uploaded files, authored content, and embedded resources. Assign multiple users/administrators to work in
collaboration and effectively manage your organization’s content.

2015 Brandon Hall Award Winner
2015 American Business Awards Stevie Award Finalist:
®

New Product or Service of the Year - Content - Content Rights and Delivery Solution
New Product or Service of the Year - Software - Content Management Solution
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CD2 manages content, resulting In a higher
degree of flexibility and value. By replacing
multiple, rigid legacy systems with a single
comprehensive solution, CD2 frees you from
the many constant challenges posed by
creation, usage, and management of content.
Organizations realize significant ROI through
increased efficiency of authoring/managing
content, learning and collaboration.

LCMS features:
••

Rapidly add elements using intuitive
drag-and-drop interface

••

Easily find and reuse elements through
searchable metadata

••

Manage multiple languages across the
same element

••

Track changes with integrated version control

••

Change content element just once to update
everywhere, instantly

••

Tag elements to track and report
on outcomes/competencies

••

Create interactive, highly engaging material
using prebuilt, responsive HTML5 templates

••

Assemble multiple types of elements onto
pages using a drag-and-drop interface

••

Add content elements to better frame
collaborative discussions

••

Report on content element viewing
patterns and frequency
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